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Work experience

Striker Thunderstrike United FC

2021 - Present

London

Exempli�es a commanding presence in the frontline with exceptional goal-scoring

prowess, showcases sublime ball control and dynamic dribbling skills that consistently

leave defenders trailing behind, skillfully adapts to various playing styles and formations to

demonstrate versatility, and seamlessly collaborates with teammates to orchestrate

intricate attacking plays and create goal-scoring opportunities, while exemplifying strong

leadership qualities that motivate and inspire the team during critical moments.

Attacking Mid�elder Rising Phoenix FC

2019 - 2021

London

Commanded the mid�eld with pinpoint passing accuracy and visionary playmaking,

unlocking stubborn defences. Utilised impressive speed and agility to outmanoeuvre

opponents in one-on-one situations. Demonstrated composure under pressure and

maintained high-performance standards in demanding matches. 

Education

Bachelor of Science in Sport, Health and Exercise
Sciences (Part-time)

Brunel

University

2016 - 2022

London

Personal pro�le

Highly accomplished and dedicated professional

football player with a proven track record of

excelling in football leagues, possessing

exceptional leadership and teamwork abilities,

outstanding strategic game-planning skills, a keen

eye for analysing opponents' tactics, remarkable

agility and speed on the �eld, precise ball control

and dribbling abilities, and a natural �air for

scoring spectacular goals. Adept at maintaining

peak physical �tness, exemplary sportsmanship,

and a solid commitment to continuous

improvement through rigorous training and

performance analysis.

Skills

Ball Control

Tackling

Defensive Skills

Speed and Agility

Shooting with Both Feet

Winning 50/50 Balls

Long Shots

Counter-Attacking

Memberships

Professional Football Association (PFA)

Membership, 2019

Led the team's frontline with an outstanding record of 30 goals scored and 15 assists

provided in just 50 appearances, signi�cantly contributing to the team's success in

competitive matches.

•

Garnered recognition for exceptional ball control and dynamic dribbling skills, enabling

consistent breakthroughs in tight defensive situations and creating numerous goal-

scoring opportunities during critical matches.

•

Exerted a signi�cant in�uence on the team's offensive prowess by netting 12 goals and

delivering 8 assists throughout the season, playing a crucial role in the team's scoring

achievements.

•

Led the team's mid�eld with exceptional passing accuracy and visionary playmaking,

breaking down stubborn defences and creating scoring opportunities for teammates.

•


